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Protect Your Valuable Steel
About our ceramic lining
Industrial ceramics provide excellent resistance to sliding abrasion. They are widely used in mineral processing plants, bulk materials
handling installations, pulverized fuel pipe lines, or any applications where steel or other materials are insufficient in resisting the wear
caused by the materials flowing over them.
By installing ceramics, the life of steel is prolonged, saving money and increasing the time between replacements resulting in higher
productivity and lower downtime. Ceramics are less than half the weight of steel, reducing the weight of lined components, reducing the risk
of injuries and material damage during handling.
Moffatt Supply & Specialties sources the highest quality ceramic tiles from various manufacturers world wide. Tiles with Al2O3 content of
90% and 92% are typically used. Other grades of alumina are available if required. With our experienced installers we can line any shape
imaginable. For tiling of repeat shapes, we use pre-engineered tiles. These are tiles shaped to fit standard shapes, like elbows and cones.
Depending on the application of the installation, different bonding methods are used to hold the ceramics in place. Silicone based adhesives
are used when ceramic lined parts are installed in applications where higher temperatures are expected. For standard slurry applications in
mineral processing plants, epoxy based adhesives are generally used. Tiles can also be installed with mechanical means. Tiles can be bolted
down, or even “welded” to the surface of the steel it will be protecting.
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Standard Tiles
Standard ceramic tiles come in different shapes and
sizes. The largest standard alumina tile is 6"x4"x2"
thick. Any dimension smaller than this can be
manufactured. Tiles are shaped to fit perfectly into
the inside of pipes and cones to ensure that the
gaps between the tiles are minimized. Subsequent
rows of tiles are offset to prevent the formation of
wear channels.

Hextile Application
Hextiles are normally used for patching existing
ceramic lined installations, but can be used for
normal installations removing the need to cut tiles.
The tiles are hexagonal in shape, 3/4" face to face,
and glued onto a 6" x 6" mesh mat. This is done for
ease of application. An abrasion resistant adhesive is
required for application of these tiles to reduce wear
that can occur in the gaps between the adjacent
tiles. This tiling method works well for lighter wear
applications such as vibrating screen under pans and
flotation cells.

Weldable Tiles
A weldable tile is a ceramic tile with tapered holes
through the tile. Inside the holes are steel insert
that can be welded onto the steel that the tile is
protecting. Silicone is applied to the back of the
tile to fill the small gaps between the tile and the
steel. These tiles are used in applications where
higher temperatures are expected, or when tiles are
installed onto steel that may be subject to flexing.
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ABOUT MOFFATT SUPPLY & SPECIALTIES
Welcome to MSS (Moffatt Supply & Specialties) a member of the PSS (Process & Steam Specialties) group of companies. MSS started
as Bob Moffatt Supply in Atikokan, Ontario in 1955 by Robert (Bob) C. Moffatt to supply products and services which were designed
to resist the effects of shock, abrasion, and corrosion within typical operating/production systems throughout the hard rock mining
industry. Over the following sixty plus years the company expanded throughout Northwestern Ontario westward to British Columbia,
serving industries with similar operational issues by supplying and servicing value added shock resistant, abrasion resistant and
corrosive resistant materials to industry.
Currently MSS consists of nine branches with over fifty employees supplying and servicing customers in the hard rock
mining, coal, potash, oil sands, power plant, grain handling, construction, logging and railroad industries. MSS staff
has the experience and knowledge to analyze and recommend product solutions. Branches stock appropriate
product levels to ensure availability for timely delivery.
MSS is committed to provide proven operational value added products and services to all of our
customers. All branch locations and contact information are contained on our website.
Please contact us for any inquiries.
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